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ABSTRACT strainedopening. The additionof heavy payloadsaccentuatesthe
Proceduresfor trajectoryplanningand control of flexible link problem.Remoteoperatorsmovingthese booms,in a typicalservo

robotsarebecoming increasinglyimportantto satisfy performance operation, will be constrainedto slow maneuversto avoid oscilla-
requirements of hazardous waste removal efforts. It has been tions. Performanceof the humanor autonomousoperatedsystems
shown that utilizing link flexibility in designing open loop joint is inc_ by using aprioriknowledge of the structuraldynamics
commands can result in improved performance as opposed to to determinevibration-suppressedopen-loopjoint trajectoryhisto-
dampingvibrationthroughouta trajectory.Theefficientuse of link ries. Vibration due to model uncertaintyor external disturbances
compliance is exploited in this work. Specifically, experimental couldbe compensated forby an outerloopcontrolsystem.
verificationof minimum time, straightline trackingusing a two- Inthis paperthe theoreticalstudyof [Eisler,et. al.]is experimen-
link planar flexible robot is presented.A numericaloptimization tally verifiedusing a two-link flexiblerobot.The test case consists
process, using an experimentallyverifiedmodal model, is used for of straightline tip trackingusingjoint angle commandsgenerated
obtainingminimumtime joint torqueandangle histories.The opti- by an optimizationprocess.These generatedcommandsutilize the
real joint states are used as commandsto the proportional-deriva- flexibilityof the links to accomplish the maneuver.However, the
tive servo actuatedjoints. These commands are prec_mpensated joint actuatorservo dynamics are not accountedfor in the corn-
forthe nonnegligiblejointservo actuatordynamics.Using the pre- mantis. Therefore, joint angle commands are precompensated
compensatedjoint commands, the optimaljoint angles aretracked usingan inverseinput/outputoperatortechnique.
withsuch fidelity thatthe tip trackingerroris less than2.5 cm.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

INTRODUCTION The two-linkrobotof FigureI consistsof two flexiblealuminum
Undergroundnuclear waste tank cleanup will require remote links, two motoramplifiers,two DC servo motors,twojoint angle

operation of manipulatorsenteringconstrained openings where encoders, two joint angle tachometers and a VMEbus computer
tankinnerdiameterswill be as largeas 21 m (U.S. DOE).Manip- system.The flexible links aremountedso as not to producesignif-
ulatorsof interest include multi-linkconfigurations of a folded icantdeformationin the verticaldirection The motorsatjoints one
and/ortelescoping nature. Once inside the tank, the manipulators and two (referredto as thehubandelbowjoints fromhere on) pro-
_il need to cover the workspacewith largeangle slewing maneu- ducea maximumtorqueof 7.0Nm and 2.25Nm. Linkcharacter-
vers for surveying at first, followed by cleanupoperations. The istics aregiven in Table 1.
sensorand tool palettes slatedas endeffectors for these multi-link A VME-based68030 computer,encodercounterboard, and I/O
"boom" manipulatorsare projectedto range in weight from 2000 board are used to control the system. 'l'he sampling rate of the
to 9000 N. 68030 computeris 1000Hz. Twotwelve bitencodercountersmea-

The boom arrangementsareinherentlyflexibledue to the needto sure the angles of the motors.Two twelve bit A/D channels are
get sufficient hardware to cover the workspace througha con- used to measure the angular velocity of each joint. These angular

velocity signalsare filteredusinga 100 Hzlow-passfilterdigitally

1 WorksupportedbytheU.S.Departmentof EnergyatSandiaNational implementedusing Eulerintegration.
LaboratoriesunderContractDE-AC04-94AL85000
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THE STRUCTURAL MODEL angle at node m, Mm,n and KM,, are themassand stiffnessmatri-
The equation of motion derivation is described in detail in ces, respectively,and [_mis the unittangentvectorat node m.

[Eisler,et. al.], a shortdescriptionis given here forcompleteness. The equationsof motionof Eq. (1) are integratedusing a New-
All motionis assumedto occur in thex-y plane as shownin Fig- mark-_ (Newmark,1959) method.The solutionsof the resulting

ure 2. Thecenterof eachcross sectionis identifiedby itsare length nonlinear algebraicequationsin 0, are obtainedwith a Newton
distance from the hub s. The vector [$(s, t) is the unit tangent method.
along the armat s, and 0 is the inertialangle to 13. The modelused in (Eisler,et.al., 1993)was updatedbasedon the

modaltestingof the structuredetailedin (Mayes, 1991).However,
due to theaccuracyof the originalmodel, theupdatedmodel gives
nearlyidenticalresults.

Y

132(s)

_2(s)

ElbowJoint

Y1(s)
-.,. ..

• .°

Hub

FIGURE1. SandiaFlexibleTwo-LinkRobot FIGURE2. CoordinateSystem Definition

TABLE 1. Link Characteristics OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY PLANNING
As mentionedpreviously, minimum-time,straight line tip track-

Parameter ing errortrajectoriesareconsidered. Constraintson these trajecto-
Name Unit Link 1 Link 2 ries are:completing a rest-to-restmaneuver,tracking a specified

Length m 0.489 0.463 path (x (t), y (t)) tip, slewing between specified endpoints

Height m 0.762 0.152 [(x(to),y(to)),(x(ti),y (tl))]tip'andnotexceedingactuator
torquelimits,:L-xi,.Endconstraintsonbothvelocitiesandaccel-Thickness m 0.00476 0.00159 . t., . .erauons are reqmred to drive the flexible structure to rest at the

Young's Mod. GPa 70 70 final time t/. Torque limits are incorporatednaturally into the con-
trols as

Mass Density kg/m 1.96 !.96

Eachflexible link is discretized into threeelements, furthermore xi = Jx/,,,o_sino_i(t) (2)
each rigid link/joint mounting bracket is described by a single ele-
ment. The elbow joint is describedby two collocatednodes so that where (z_(t) are free variables.Assumingthe configurationini-
a nonzeroangle is permitted. The constraintof continuousslope tially startsat rest,theoptimizationproblemcan bestatedas:
between angles is satisfied by the choice of element basis func-
tions. Hamilton's principle is applied to the discretized system minimize: J = t!
after obtainingexpressions for kinetic energy, strainenergy, and subjectto: --inputactuatortorques,"r_
the virtual work due to the applied motortorques. The result is a --thefiniteelementmodel
set of second-orderequations in the node unknowns, 0n --knowninitialconditions

constrainedby:
nodes

Ic.'Cm(t) = _ [Y,n(t)'Tn(t)On(t)Mm,n-
nffil

Tin(t) "[Sn(t) (On(t))2Mm'n+Tm(t) "[Sn(t)Km'n (1)

where lc is the z-axis unitvector, x,,, is the applied torqueat node
m, Y,n is a unit orthogonalvector at node m, 0m is the inertial

2 Parker,Eisler, andFeddema
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where Yap (xt_p (t)) is the Y-axis coordinate of the second link tip rn (,,,_)

corresponding to the X-axis tip coordinate at the current time, t. FIGURE 4. Elbow Optimal Torque History
Note that the tip-tracking criteria includes an integral constraint for
following the line and a point constraint for acquiring the end con-
dition, while the constraints needed to bring the structure to rest

70.0 1 _....

are simply point constraints. No constraint is place! on link vibra-
tion during slew maneuvers and the structure is allowed to "ring"
during the trajectory, so.o

The hub and elbow optimi#_d angle and torque histories from
(Eisler, et. al., 1993) are shown in Figure 4 through Figure 6. The
hub torque profile resembles the bang-coast-bang profile common _ 3o.0
to other minimum time, residual oscillation free maneuvers
(Petterson and Robinett, 1991; Parker, Robinett, Eisler, and _ _0.o

Phelan, 1994). The elbow angle history is similar in form to a vers-
ine function ( 1 - cosf_t ). This shape will be exploited later. Note
that the elbow torque profile is near zero for most of the trajectory. 40.0

• i , I i10.0 .... • I _ "30'00.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
Tim (me)

FIGURE 5. Hub Optimal Angle History
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FIGURE 3. Hub Optimal Torque History .__1i / ",t"x

, I I
1.0 i.O 3.0

FIGURE 6. Elbow Optimal Angle History
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SERVO DYNAMICS AND INPUT COMMAND A systematicmethod is now developed for precompensating the
CONDITIONING desired joint angle commands thus creating inputs to the servo

Thejoint actuatorsconsist of D.C. motorsand currentregulating controlledjoints to achieve accurate tracking. This precompensa-
amplifiers. Under the assumption that current is proportional to tion method is trajectory dependant and therefore, may not be
motor torque,the actuators are torque following devices. As a first needed throughoutan entire trajectory.For instance, for the two-
step to achieving the tracking objective, thejoint torques, as calcu- link robot used here, specification of a hub trajectory yields
lated by the optimization process (Eisler, et. al.), are used as sole unique trajectory for the elbow joint due to inertial and frictional
inputs to thecurrent regulating amplifiers.The equation of motion effects of the second link and joint. If that hub dependent motion
describingthedynamics of this system are of the elbow is the desiredmotion, then the elbow servo actuator

would never be active. Precompensating the input commands to

Jm_J,,,+ B,,,O,,,= Kilo- "rL (4) the elbowjoint would result in deviations from the desired motion.
The first step of the procedure is to precompensate the hub joint

where Jm is the motor inertia, B,,, is the motor viscous friction input commands. This is accomplished by identifying an input/out-
damping, Kt is the motor torque constant, io is the motor arma- put relationship between joint commands and measured joint
ture current, xt. is the nonlinear load torque function imparted to angles for the particular trajectory of interest during those portions
the motors due to the motion of the links, including deformation of the trajectory where the actuator is active. Next, an inverse
degrees of freedom, and 0m is the joint angle. Because the dynam- operator is obtained for this relationship. The joint servo actuator
icq of F.,q. (4) are not included in the optimization process commands are obtained by applying the inverse operator to the
described in the previous section, the optimal torque (current) desired joint history. Subsequent joint commands are precompen-
commands result in tracking errors in excess of 11cm as shown in sated in the same mariner,where the current joint angle data is con-
Figure7. sistent with the inboard joint commands having been

The next step is to implement Proportional-Derivative (PD) precompensated.
servo loops at each joint's D.C. motor actuator. The control law at In the straight line tracking ease considered here, the hub actua-
each joint takes the form tor is active throughout the entire trajectory.The form of the input/

output relationship is postulated as

rli a = Kt,(Oc-Om) + r D(Oc-Om) (5)
Om g (s + no)

where Kt, is the proportional gain, Ko is the derivative gain, and O--_c= s2+dl s + do (7)
0c is the commandedjoint angle. The equation of motion describ-
ing the dynamics of the servo controlled system are The desired hub trajectory is input to the servo actuator resulting in

the eneoder data of 0,,. Obtaining an accurate input/output rela-

JmOrn + (B,,,+ Ko) On,+ KpO m = KoOc+ KpOc- XL (6) tionship is achieved by choosing the coefficients of Eq. (7) so as to
minimize the integrated error between the filtered command his-

In this case the joint angle commands and joint angular velocity tory
commands obtained from the optimization process are used as

inputs to the servo controlled joint actuators. Once again, the per- K (s + n0) (8)
formance of this method suffers from the lack of compensation of Om= s2+ dl s +doOcthe dynamic effects in the commands resulting in maximum track-

ing errors of 13cm as shown in Figure 7. and the measured output joint history 0m. The identified coeffi-
cients of Eq. (7) are given in Table 2. Figure 8 shows the input

• , . , • | • i • "' ,' . ,

1.o '_k,_' ' commands, output encoder signal and the filtered command his-
tory On, after completing the optimization process. Operating the

0.8 inverse transfer function of Eq. (7) on the desired input commands
""q"q"i. :%

0.6 ";'Z:.:.,.. for the hub gives the precompensatedcommands of Figure 9.

_ 0.4 "_:., TABLE 2.Hub TransferFunctionValues
_. o.a ,_ Coefficient Value

o.0 _ s_ i ',_,, K 1.7211

....o_pr_quo I ", no 2583.3

-0.2 -- - a_n'o,Socon_n [ ,_ dI 2081.5
-O.4o.o o,.4....... ,,0.8 o.s I.O 1.2 do 4476.8

X Poeltlon (m)

FIGURE 7. Comparison of Several Control Strategies for
Straight Line Tracking
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FIGURE g. Filtered Input Commands Compared to FIGURE10. JointTwo PrecompensatedCommandHistory
ExperimentalData for Verifying Accuracy of Hub Input/
OutputOperator

RESULTS
70.o

' ' The precompensatedjoint commandsof Figure9 and Figure I0
............... are used as inputsto the servo actuated joints. The joint encoder

_'', measurementsindicated trackingof the desiredjoint angles to
so.o "-_ i H_SUCo,,,_I within 1.0 degrees as shown in Figure II andFigure 12. Further-

3o.o_, , i.-,-.,-o_,,_,u,_ more,thestraightlinetrackingerroroflessthan2.5cm isbetter

than that of the open loop torqueinputmethodand the servo actua-
_o.o tor methodwithout precompensation.Thesethreemethodsare

comparedin Figure7.
-10.0

"_ "".,....._ 70.0 ' i i

-30,0 _ 50.0

_',.,.o° 1.o ,.o a.o _ _I

FIGURE 9. Joint OnePrecompensatedCommandHistory _ so.o

i .
The inputcommands to the elbow jointareobtainedbyprecom- _ lo.o

pensatingthe desiredelbow trajectoryonly in the regionswhere a
torqueis required.FromFigure4 this correspondsto the portionof
thetrajectorybetween0.8 and 1.0seconds. Notingthat the optimal .lo.0
angle of joint two resembles the versine function 1 -cosf_t, the

inverse input/outputoperator is postulated as _.o , , , _ ,
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

Time(*oc)

Oc = Kz(I - cosQ [t - to] ) Od (9) FIGURE lI. JointOne Comparisonof Optimal History to
EncoderDataAn iterative approach is used to obtainthe best values for the

design parametersK2, fl, to shown in Table3. The precompen-
sated command for the elbow joint is shownin Figure 10.

TABLE 3. Joint Two Inverse Operator Values

Parameter Value

K2" 0.006

fl 5.0

to 0.25
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SUmtY "e E
The focus of this work was to experimentallyverifythe analyti- _ _ o '*d

calresultsoffEisler, et. al.). In that workjoint historieswere eal- ._ _ _ "_

° iI
_ . ,_culated fora two-link flexible robot such that the tip of the second _ _ _.. ,r .-,

link tracked a straight line in minimumtime and with no residual o _ '_

oscillation. When the joints of the experimental system, as mea- _ _ .- _ _
suredvia joint encoders, tracked those of the analyticalstudy,the _ .g ._ _, o

resultingmaneuverwas residual vibration free, thus verifying the _ _.,- o _.,
results of(Eisler, et. al.). " = " '* _

In the process of verifying these results a systematicapproach _ _ _ _.,

for preeornpensating joint input commands was developed and ._ ,_ ._ ._.,_, _ _ ..

applied. This method relied on creating an input/outputrelation- 1 e'_'_ii-_"_" '- ,.- " '"

shipsbetween desiredjoint histories and measuredjoint angles.An e ,., o o -= u
inverse operator was then used to obtain the trueservo actuator ,, _ "_ _ _

inputs to achieve the desiredjoint angle outputhistory. ,_,_-_._!! _.=

For the case where all joints of a multi-link system require _ _ _ _torquethroughout the trajectory, transfer functionscan be used for .., ..

the input/output relationships. Once obtained, the servo actuator _t -_ _ _ _-_ ._ -g o_

commands can be obtained by reverse filtering the desired joint [_r_ _ § __,_ ,_ _,_histories through the transfer functions. However, if the trajeeto- -- _ _, _ 7_ _
ries are such that some joints do not require external torque, then =" "

only those portions of the joint histories should be precompen- ._ _ _ 8 _ _ i _o
sated. _ _ _',g"_"

=,._ _ _._. 2
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